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massage on the mind  medium luke-  warm, here come 

          the cool   turbines, touretted &  tourniquet for 

the tongue     ,     silence regards its noises          dimensional          ,          of 

          incremental decision  “OK, whatever,, give me 

tingles or give me desideratum  fold me into 

microplush fleece  deep in the           soil 

organisms  modify our double-  helix-  ((s/he 

                   -dance  of  (ideas of) order   ((performs 

   chevrons   ((skin grafts 

  of    ((stuck on 

   no land ((lizard sax 

 manual labor  busy at          pencilsound     how 

   sexy   it all is 

& automatic   who furnace 

these bodies,    frisson (of) 

 spectrum waves,  

in heat   i know   

what lack 

this body  places me  in  

((s/he whispers     into 

 ears of   

a multitude  shingles  corner 

the market on   

intimacy, junkies  of golden 

 dawns    

at equator   ((s/he senses  

our     

walking twd  

bitemarked apples,  

the edenic    X  pleased 

  w/ itself  

this fallen sunk- en world-  

ing 

((s/he lullabies   

industries of affect    

narcosis, mercs 

 at the door    

prescribing   



fear of 

iteration  

i’d like to see her in their commonwealth  

eyes  

when he rises 

    on pixelated parapets a fortress  

of massage styles    

secures us in digital  blankets 

 

while     chewing sounds   

 

come at you   

 

  and goose your   

encryption    

 

on the street meanwhile   

they ask you    

 

for change &   

 

you recoil 

   because 

 

 principium individuation-   

is   

 

our current 

politics  

letter it on civilizational  

medium 

  techniques du corps  

     through which 

       organs 

   are privatized 

machine- 

  -porn, for the recently tingled   

 

interrogation of the same  

diseased 



 eros  we aren’t in control   

the automata are not 

in control the sleepers awake 

they are not  “in control,, 

a body  that trans-  

verses   its voltage 

on the cog  labor markets  loses   

its hair stylists to desuetude   

or objecthood   in the   UID   

margins  

why is it when ((s/he taps   

glass, or plastic 

   its timbre equates to   

memories of el monte   

our meta- 

nostalgia   

why is it that estrangement  

on the  screen   

satisfies   

our shared libidinal  

economicon  

why is it 

when ((s/he  strokes the  tympanic   

 membrane  our feelings  are seduced 

who is it that’s indignant whose body  is rioting 

 in the grasses  whose face  is collecting dust 

in digital   mesmerism  clouds of clouds   of 

 toxic masculinity  fogs of yellow   that rub 

our back  a switching  of power-  grids 

  marching to the beat of different  

rums 

 ((twd matriarchal ordinations 

  to be   “acephalic,, 

 

when the shipwreckt squat   

in high-rises,     high on paganism  

we’ll be 

autonomous, at last   

they are calling us now 

 calling us 



to action in the  depart-    ment stores 

((s/he soothes   like when like responded 

  ((futures of      to like 

   ((deciduous foliage   new- 

    ((fume-drunk, “selfwrung,,   -age mnemonics 

the latin vulgate 

   promises our wyrd   sisters  trans- 

 -mission    across medias   

 

      de 

rerum 

    natura 

 

but i’m not finished yet   

“cause that’s the shit  i don’t like,, 

     

spinal fingers   

that tabletap   

  ((noli me 

   tangere)) 

 

 i’m ready to liquify  spread the    

ash 

over     

the phalanstery  make 

 those dismembering    

sounds & 

(dis)inform me   

“a mellow organ,,    

to reconvene us to 

    earths to   sensory firmaments to   

     

Meridian 


